Octopolar chromophores based on donor- and acceptor-substituted 1,3,5-tris(phenylethynyl)benzenes: impact of meta-conjugation on the molecular and electronic structure by means of spectroscopy and theory.
The molecular and electronic structures of a series of all-meta-substituted phenylacetylene mesitylenes peripherally substituted with donor or acceptor (D-A) groups are studied. The impact of meta- and para-substitution patterns is also analyzed by employing Raman and optical spectroscopies in conjunction with theoretical calculations. Outer phenyl rings display a partial quinoid character induced by two different motifs: (i) outer phenyls --> triple bond charge transfer for the cases where these phenyls are substituted with electron-donors; (ii) double electron withdrawing effect in the molecules with the peripheral phenyls substituted with electron acceptors. A moderate tuning of the optical gap is observed in agreement with the partial blockade of pi-electron conjugation exerted by the meta disposition. The orbital structure of the compounds partially preserves that of the mesitylene group showing extra-conjugation due to the addition of the arms, so that conjugation is not entirely obstructed but partially impeded in the ground electronic state (i.e., electron occupied orbitals). As for the excited states, the low-lying energy empty orbitals offer better conditions for full conjugation over the whole molecular scaffold. Interesting optical properties such as overlapping centers along the lowest energy optical excitations and enhanced optical transparency with importance for the application of these materials in optoelectronics have been justified on the basis of the electronic structure. A greater degree of quinoidization, and more allowed pi-electron delocalization, over the entire molecule is recognized in the case of linear phenylacetylenes substituting in para positions the central core.